V«2elazko
In this paper we deal with the class M of complete lo- for all x,y £ A and all indices a . A seminorm satisfying condition (1) is called submultiplicative and the condition (2) is, in fact, superfluous. For an m-convex algebra A denote by 0(A) the family of all continuous seminorms satisfying relations (1) and (2) . Moreover, instead of writing J-H^e 0(A) we shall often write <xe 0(A), so that j£(A) can be alao treated as the set of indices. For (X, fi a $(A) we write <x < Ji if the seminorm HxjJ^ is continuous with respect to the seminorm ||x||^, i.e. there is a positive constant c such that
for all x e A. Since for any finite subset <x 1 ,...,a n £0(A) the formula Uxf^ = max {||x|| ft . : 1 < i c n]
gives a continuous seminorm on A satisfying the relations (1) and (2), the family 0(A) is a partially ordered directed set. Writing fl in case when a^/3 and Ji < a we obtain an equivalence relation in $(A). Define <$(A) to be the quotient of $(A) modulo the relation We shall also treat ?>(A) as a family of seminorms on A which contains exactly one arbitrarily choosen element from each equivalence class.
A subset $'(A) C <J>(A) defines the topology of A if and only if it is cofinal with $(A), i.e. if for each oc 6 $(A) there is a j3e A) with J}>a. For any a e <£(A) the set N a = fx £ As ||x|| a = 0} is a closed ideal in A. Denote by A a the completion of the algebra A/N» in the norm ||x|| . It is a Banach algebra.
^ (X>
Any m-convex algebra A can be identified with a closed subalgebra of the cartesian product of Banach algebras with coordinatewise algebra operations
where <$(A) is any subset of $(A) cofinal with $(A). The imbedding is given by x--C^ct^Sj.e^'iA)* where ir^ is the natural projection of A onto A/N a c A,,,. It is also llxll^ = HiTpJx) ||, where || • II is the norm in A a . For the details on m-convex algebras the reader is referred to [2] and [3] .
We pass now to the problem of characterization of non-removable ideals in commutative m-convex algebras. The problem of such a characterization was posed in £7]. Definition 1. Let K be a class of topological algebras. An n-tuple ) of elements of A, where A e K, is called permanently singular in the class K, or shortly K-singular, if the ideal I generated in A by the elements x 1 ,.,.,x n is K-non-removable. Definition 2.
Let A be an m-convex algebra. An n-tuple (x 1 ,.,.,x ) of elements of A is said weakly permanently singular, if there is an index a Q e <f>(A) such that the n-tuple (),... jr a (x n J) is B-singular for each ae$(A) with a. ^ (we can write here $(A) instead of <J>(A) since replacement of a given norm by an equivalent one does not change the property of B-singularity).
Theorem
1. Let A be a commutative m-convex algebra. An ideal I c A is M-non-removable if and only if every its finite subset is weakly permanently singular.
Proof.
Suppose that x^,...,x n e I and the n-tuple (x^,... f x n ) is not weakly permanently singular. That means that for each ae ${A) there is a fl -/3(o£i) e $(A) with ^(a)>a. such that the n-tuple (ityix-j ),..., ar^x^ ) c A^ is not B-singular. This implies that there is a superalgebra Ba 3 Ajg, being a Banach algebra, and there are elements b^....»^^ e B^ such that so that the n-tuple (JTdix^ ),..., ir a (x n )) is not B-singular (B a is the superalgebra for A^ which removes the ideal generated in A by the elements ),..., 3r ou (x n )). Since relation (6) holds for all a e. $'(A), and $'(A) is cofinal with $(A), the n-tuple (x 1f ...,x )c A is not weakly permanently singular.
W.2elazko
The above proved theorem can be also formulated as follows. Theorem 1' . Let A be a commutative m-convex algebra. An ideal I c A is M-removable if and only if each system £(A) of submultiplicative seminorms giving the topology of A contains an element IM!^ such that for a certain subset (x 1f ...,x n ) c I the n-tuple ( 3T ot (x 1 ),..., ) is not B-singular,
The above results can be viewed as a generalization of results given in [6] , Remark, Theorem 1 (or 1 1 ) rather reduces the problem of characterization of non-removable ideals to the case of Banach algebras, then solves this problem. This is because wa do not completely understand what is B-singularity, The characterization of the latter would give also the characterization of B-non-removable ideals (the characterization given by Arens in [1] is rather reformulation of the problem then its solution]. There is a conjecture stating that an n-tuple (x.|,,.. ,x n ) of elements of a Banach algebra A is ^-singular if and only if it consists of joint topological divisors of zero, i.e. there exists a sequence of elements z k e A, such that ||Zkj| = 1 for k « 1,2,..., and ^ ¡K*ill = 0 for i = 1,...,n. This conjeoture has been proved in oas* when A is a uniform Banach algebra (of [4] ). This do«B not mean that we know the characterization of non-removable ideals in m-convex uniform algebras, i.e. algebras of continuous functions provided with the compaot-open topology. The reason is that if we have a uniform m-oonvsx algebra A, then among the algebras A a , oc £ $>(A), there are not only uniform algebras, but also Banach algebras with dense subalgebras being the images of uniform algebras under continuous homomorphisms.
We close our considerations with examples of ^-removable or M-non-removable ideals. The easy proofs of given statements are left to the reader.
Examples. Let C(C) be the algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions defined on the complex plane C with the compact-open topology. This topology can be given by means of the sequence of seminorms IIx|| = max |x(z)L n = 1,2,...
lz\<n
It is an m-convex algebra and all its ideals are M-non-removable. Let E be the subalgebra of C(é) consisting of all entire functions. Then all ideals in E are M-removable.
Both algebras in the above examples contain also dense ideals (cf [5] ).
